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The structural properties and the energetics of the ground and the excited bound states of Ne3 for
zero total angular momentum are examined using different modelings for the two-body interactions.
We employ a method consisting of a variational approach with a distributed Gaussian functions
sDGFd basis set expansion. We discuss at length the advantages and possible limitations of such an
approach, comparing it to other methods which have been applied in the literature to the same
system. The DGF method turns out to be very accurate in giving us the bound states energetics and
also provides in a natural way a convincing pictorial description of all the states, including those
with dominant linear configurations. Additional bound states are found for the Ne3 system with
respect to those indicated in previous works and we suggest a “stabilization” procedure that can be
used to assess the truly bound nature of a state. Some considerations on the relative reliability of the
examined two-body interactions are also reported. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1850096g
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last 20 years several papers have sought to de-
scribe the ground and excited states of bosonic van der Waals
clusters because of the many reasons which motivate this
research. For example, the evaluation of theoretical spectra
of polyatomic molecules and clusters sincluding highly ex-
cited vibrational statesd, once compared with the experiment,
leads to a rich amount of information on the molecular prop-
erties of the systems. Furthermore, the study of clusters of
increasing size may help our understanding of how bulk
properties of a material ssuch as the superfluidity of 4He
clusters, the phase transitions in finite droplets, etc.d arise
from properties of finite systems made up of the same
components.1,2
In the case of van der Waals aggregates, and most espe-
cially of their excited states, the problem requires an accurate
quantum-mechanical description because of the strong anhar-
monicity and nonseparability of the molecular vibrations,
and of the even larger amplitude motions occurring at higher
energies. In general, such systems are characterized by a
marked “floppiness,” that is to say by very delocalized
nuclear positions and by strong coupling amongst the various
degrees of freedom.
In this work we focus our attention on a typical rare-gas
trimer, Ne3, aiming at calculating the energies of its bound
states sfor a nonrotating complexd and at further providing a
satisfactory pictorial analysis of their structural features. A
number of recent papers have been devoted to such systems
se.g., see Refs. 3–7 and references thereind, all of them trying
to apply to this kind of problem a variety of numerical meth-
ods.
The one we employ here is a variational approach, which
uses atom pair coordinates and a distributed Gaussian func-
tion sDGFd basis set.5,8 The method has already been shown
to provide an accurate, alternative treatment to the study of
the bound states of triatomic systems5,9 and a numerically
robust method that is able to confirm the findings of, e.g.,
classical optimization and diffusion Monte Carlo sDMCd
calculations.10–12 Our goal here is to test the capability of the
DGF method not only for the ground state but also for the
excited states of such weakly bound identical partners, in-
cluding those with predominant collinear shapes that have
been suggested to be better described by other methods.7,13
II. THE INTERACTION FORCES
The potential energy surface for Ne3 is described as the
simple addition of accurate atom-atom interactions.10–12 In
order to properly compare our results with some of the pre-
viously published data,3,5–7 we employ three different pair
potentials.
s1d The Lennard-Jones sLJd potential
VNe–NesRd = 4eFSsRD12 − SsRD6G , s1d
whose parameters were taken from Ref. 3.
s2d The Morse potential fcoming from a numerical fit-
ting, in the region of the well, of the potentials given by Aziz
and Slaman for Ne–Ne sRef. 14dg
VNe–NesRd = Dfe−2asR−Red − 2e−asR−Redg , s2d
the above parameters were previously obtained in Ref. 15.
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s3d One recent two-body s2Bd coupled-clusters-single-
and-doublestripled fCCSDsTdg potential fit by a four-term
Morse-type function sRef. 16d
VNe–NesRd = o
j=1
4
cje
−jasR−Red +
C6
R6
, s3d
where the term C6/ R6 is added by the authors to have the
correct long-range behavior and the C6 coefficient is taken
from the semiempirical HFD-B potential of Aziz and
Slaman.14,17
For the reader’s convenience we report in Table I all the
parameters used in the calculations, along with the resulting
bound states for the dimers calculated via a direct diagonal-
ization in a discrete variable representation sDVRd.18 It is
clear from the above comparison that the differences in the
number and positions of the dimer’s bound states reflect the
different shapes of the potential energy curves sPECsd in the
three adopted models ssee Fig. 1d. In the case of the Morse
potential we get the most strongly bound ground state fre-
flecting its deeper well depth with respect to the LJ and
CCSDsTd potentialsg, while it supports two bound states only
because of its poorer description of the dispersion tail. On
the other hand, both LJ and CCSDsTd potentials support
three bound states, and while the deeper well depth of the
CCSDsTd potential leads to a more stable ground state sk
=0d, the slightly stronger dispersion tail of the LJ potential
lowers its second excited state, k=2 ssee also Fig. 1d.
In Table I we further report sfor the LJ cased the energies
of the bound states in units of e in order to compare our
results with those of Leitner and co-workers ssee Table III of
Ref. 3d who employed the same LJ potential. We also em-
ployed their same atomic mass smNe=20.18 amud in order to
yield fully comparable energies. They found the ground state
for Ne2 to be at −0.5668e, the k=1 at −0.1084e, and k=2 at
−0.0168e. While the first two states are in excellent agree-
ment with our results, their third state is one order of mag-
nitude lower. We carefully checked our convergence with
respect to the extension of the spatial grid sup to Rmax
=1200 a .u.d and the number of DVR points sup to 6000
points for the most extended grid, leading to a very dense
grid with respect to the de Broglie wavelength associated to
the three states,18,19 to confirm the accuracy of our results.
We notice here that in the Morse case, again to yield
fully comparable energies, we employed the same mass used
by Roy7 smNe=36458me=20.00 amu, having taken me
=0.000 548 579 911 amud. In the CCSDsTd case we decided
to use the same mass as in Ref. 3.
Experimental information on Ne2 is extremely scarce not
only because of the absence of a permanent electric dipole
moment in the ground state prevents investigation by micro-
wave and infrared spectroscopy but also because the lowest
optically accessible electronic state of Ne2 is located more
than 16.5 eV above the ground neutral state and is thus not
easy to study by high-resolution spectroscopy. However,
Wüest and Merkt20 have recently succeeded in mapping the
rovibrational structure of the ground state of the dimer by
TABLE I. Parameters used to describe Ne–Ne interaction with three differ-
ent models fEqs. s1d–s3dg, and corresponding dimer’s bound states. See main
text for references.
Ne2
Bound states
PECs parameters scm−1d Units of e
LJ e 35.6 K 214.0245 20.5668 k=0
s 5.195 a.u. 22.6834 20.1085 k=1
mNe 20.18 amu. 20.0298 20.0012 k=2
Morse D 29.36 cm−1 216.5572 k=0
a 2.088 Å−1 21.8774 k=1
Re 3.091 Å
mNe 20.00 amu
CCSDsTd a 0.5872 a.u.−1 216.1758 k=0
c1 21.767 K 22.7476 k=1
c2 216.52 K 20.0074 k=2
c3 216.41 K
c4 47.35 K
Re 5.86 a.u.
C6 6.447 shartreed3sbohr6d
mNe 20.18 amu
FIG. 1. Ground state potential energy curves for Ne2.
sad Reference 3. sbd Reference 15. scd Reference 16.
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excitation of the p0u
+←X0g+ transition at 16.8 eV using a
high-resolution vacuum ultraviolet laser technique. Based on
their rovibrational analysis of the above transition they de-
duce the energy difference between the lowest two rotation-
less vibrational levels of the ground state sk=0 and k=1 in
Table Id to be 13.76±0.14 cm−1. The corresponding energy
differences calculated from the LJ, Morse, and CCSDsTd po-
tentials ssee Table Id are 11.34, 14.68, and 13.43 cm−1, re-
spectively. Due to the position of the dimer’s bound states,
the first vibrational spacing is mapping an extended spatial
region of the interaction potential. Therefore it is clear that
the CCSDsTd potential gives a better description of the
Ne–Ne interaction not only in the well region but also in the
long-range part. This is obviously important when diffused
van der Waals systems are studied, and even more if their
excited states are sought.
In the following part of the paper we will see how the
accuracy of the potential employed influences the properties
of the trimer that we shall compute with our method.
III. THE DISTRIBUTED GAUSSIAN FUNCTION
METHOD
We review here and further optimize the DGF method
which was introduced earlier on by us as an alternative varia-
tional treatment to study boson triatomic systems with a zero
total angular momentum sJ=0d.5,8 The procedure uses atom
pair coordinates and a basis set formed by properly symme-
trized products of monodimensional DGFs defined along
each atom-atom coordinate.
This choice of coordinates provides a suitable way to
tackle configurational studies since the method directly al-
lows the analysis of the structural features of the trimers’
bound states in terms of the probability densities, transpar-
ently expressed using the physical atom-atom coordinates.
Moreover, it is possible to assess which are the predominant
triangular structures and their relative importance in the de-
scription of each bound state, thereby providing a useful pic-
torial description of the bound states, as we shall illustrate
below. For a trimer with three identical particles, the Hamil-
tonian for zero total angular momentum, using atom-atom
pair coordinates R1, R2, and R3, can be straightforwardly
derived to be8
H = o
i=1
3 H− "2
mA
F 1Ri2 ]]RiRi2 ]]Ri + Rj
2 + Rk
2
− Ri
2
2RjRk
]2
]Rj ] Rk
G
+ VsRidJ , s4d
where iÞ jÞk. In these coordinates, the phase space volume
element is
dt = R1R2R3 dR1dR2dR3. s5d
If C is one of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian given in Eq.
s4d, the transformation
F = ˛R1R2R3 C s6d
leads to the standard normalization condition8 and F can
then be obtained as an eigenfunction of the following Hamil-
tonian:
H = o
i=1
3 H− "2
mA
F ]2
]Ri
2 + tiG + VsRidJ , s7d
where VsRid is the atom-atom interaction potential and the ti
operators have been given before.5,8 Notice that the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. s7d is totally symmetric under the change of
any pair of particles. By excluding the ti operators, this
Hamiltonian would strictly correspond to the sum of three
2B Hamiltonians.
The total wave function is then expanded in terms of
symmetrized basis functions
FksR1,R2,R3d = o
j
aj
skdf jsR1,R2,R3d , s8d
with
f jsR1,R2,R3d = Nlmn
−1/2 o
P[S3
PfwlsR1dfmsR2dfnsR3dg . s9d
Here, j denotes a collective index such as j= slłmłnd for
three identical particles and Nlmn are normalization factors.5
Each one-dimensional function wp is chosen to be a normal-
ized Gaussian function21 centered at the Rp position
wpsRid =˛4 2Ap
p
e−ApsRi − Rpd
2
, s10d
where Ap is a parameter defining the width of wp sRef. 21d
which inversely depends on the distance between two neigh-
boring Gaussian functions and on an empirical parameter b
which we took near to 1 sb=1.05d,
Ap =
4b
sRp+1 − Rp−1d2
, A1 =
b
sR2 − R1d2
,
s11d
AM =
b
sRM − RM−1d2
,
where A1 defines the first DGF and AM the last Mth DGF.
Hence, the larger the step between two neighboring Gauss-
ians, the more extended the Gaussians are. Basically, each
f jsR1 ,R2 ,R3d function describes a triangular configuration in
such a way that it represents all the possible triangular ar-
rangements saccording to the exchange of the identical par-
ticlesd formed when the R1, R2, and R3 sides are equal to the
centers of the Gaussian functions Rl, Rm, and Rn, respec-
tively.
In practice, in order to set up the basis set we have only
to define the location of the monodimensional Gaussians
along each atom-atom coordinate sfor homonuclear systems
the three distances are equivalentd, namely, for an equidistant
set we define the constant step D, the center Rp of the first
DGF, and the total number M of DGFs. We obtain in this
way a set hRpj, with the centers of the M monodimensional
DGFs or, equivalently, a set hwpsRidj of M DGFs. From this
set we build, according to Eq. s9d, the three-dimensional ba-
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sis functions. However, not all the products of three DGFs,
whose centers belong to the chosen set, are acceptable. In
fact, in order to fulfill the triangle’s inequality requirement
sTIRd, the product wlwmwn shall belong to the chosen basis if
the corresponding DGF centers verify the inequality
uRl − Rmu , Rn , Rl + Rm. s12d
Note that Eq. s12d corresponds to a more restrictive inequal-
ity sinstead of the classical triangular inequality requirement
uRl−RmułRnłRl+Rm to avoid unphysical behavior of the
total wave functions at the triangle’s inequality boundaries,
see the following section for a lengthy discussion of the pro-
cedure we adopted.
Since the basis functions f j are not orthogonal, we have
to finally solve the generalized matrix eigenproblem,
HF = SFE , s13d
where S is the overlap matrix in the hf jj basis set.
As we have discussed at length before5,8,22 the use of
pair coordinates, besides formulating the Hamiltonian prob-
lem in its exact form, allows us to obtain several indicators
on the spatial behavior of the bound states of the systems. In
particular, one can associate to the large number of triangular
configurations which make up expansion s8d various statisti-
cal quantities such as the root mean value of the square area
of the triangle sSd through the use of Heron’s formula, the
average of the cosine value sand the various momentsd of any
angle in each triangular structure through the use of the co-
sine theorem and others se.g., see Ref. 9d. We can also derive
several distribution functions, e.g., the pair-distribution sPDd
functions
DskdsR1d =E E uFksR1,R2,R3du2dR2dR3. s14d
A further useful tool for the analysis of the trimers’ geometri-
cal features is provided by the definition of “pseudoweights”
P j
k sRef. 8d associated to each triangular configuration f j fEq.
s9dg in the expansion of the total wave function for the kth
bound state fEq. s8dg. These quantities naturally arise from
the normalization condition of the wave functions:
1 = ukFkuFkl = uo
j
aj
kkFkuf jl = o
j
Pj
k
. s15d
One must keep in mind that, although the sum of the quan-
tities P j
k is effectively equal to one, their values snot always
positived prevent them from being considered proper statis-
tical weights. This is a consequence of the nonorthogonality
of the basis functions f j,
Pj
k
= aj
kkFkuf jl Þ uaj
ku2. s16d
Despite this drawback, the above quantities still enable us to
assess the importance of the different triangular configura-
tions slinear, isosceles, equilateral, and scalened which are
present in a classical description of the triatomic system and,
thus, give us the dominant geometrical structure of each
bound state. Moreover the expectation values of different
observables can be calculated via the pseudoweights, resort-
ing to the mean value theorem,
kxlk = o
j
aj
kkFkuxuf jl < o
j
Pj
kxj , s17d
where in the integrations involved we have assumed that the
magnitude x, depending on the three pair coordinates, has
been replaced by a mean value corresponding to the triangu-
lar configuration described by the f j functions. We can thus
further characterize the bound states of the trimer by evalu-
ating, for instance, the average values of the interatomic dis-
tances in the dominant structures, thereby gaining some in-
sight on the nuclear motion in the ground and excited states.
A. Optimizing of the DGF basis set expansion
The DGF procedure would provide exact results in the
limit of using an infinite number of d functions as selected
basis functions.21 In practice, however, one has to deal with a
finite number of Gaussian functions of nonzero width.
Let us indicate by wl
jsR1d, wm
j sR2d, and wn
j sR3d the DGFs
constituting the generic basis function f jsR1,R2 ,R3d accord-
ing to Eq. s9d, and by R1, R2, and R3 the integration grid
values along the three atom-atom distances ssee Fig. 2d. The
width of the chosen DGFs swhich depends on the step be-
tween two neighboring Gaussians and on the empirical pa-
rameter Ap, see Eq. s10d will determine the radial domain in
the R1, R2, and R3 coordinates where f j is appreciably non-
zero. Now, even when the three centers satisfy the TIR, it
may exist a subdomain in the space of the coordinates in
which one of the distances is greater than the sum of the
other two sPfR3
*.R1
*+R2
*g, P[S3, see Fig. 2d, causing the
corresponding f j to have in such subdomain nonzero ampli-
tude at the triangle’s inequality boundaries which is clearly
an unphysical feature. The basis functions mostly affected by
this unphysical behavior correspond to the permutational
products of DGFs whose centers describe a collinear geom-
etry, i.e., Rn,Rl+Rm. When this is the case, as in the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 2 for Rl=4.4a0, Rm=6.4a0, and Rn
=10.8a0, respectively, we find values for R1
*
, R2
*
, and R3
*
which do not satisfy the triangular requirement. For instance,
the three possible values shown in the figure with vertical
FIG. 2. A pictorial example of the triangle’s inequality for requirement for
“collinear” configurations, which are not finally included in our basis set.
See text for details.
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dashed lines are far to verify that R3
*łR1
*+R2
*
. In fact one
should notice that for those particular values of R1
* and R2
* in
Fig. 6, the first nonacceptable value for R3
* is reached even
before the center of the third Gaussian function, Rm=10.8a0.
Consequently, this problem will largely affect only the vibra-
tional states with non-negligible contributions of collinear
configurations i.e., all the excited states with energy higher
than the barrier to linearity, given by the energy of the
ground vibrational state of the dimerd.
First of all, we wish to point out that reducing the value
of D is in itself an improvement, since the Gaussian func-
tions will have a smaller width and the subdomain where the
TIR is not satisfied will be automatically smaller. We are
obviously looking for a more general recipe to obtain reliable
results without choosing too small values of D, which would
heavily increase the number of basis functions, especially if
extended grids are needed, thereby increasing computational
costs.
Furthermore, and as mentioned in the preceding section,
we restrict the accepted basis functions according to Eq.
s12d, thus discarding from the basis set those with Rn=Rl
+Rm, which would be classically allowed. This choice re-
duces the subdomain where the total wave function behaves
pathologically, without affecting appreciably the description
of the linear configurations.
In order to quantify, for a given basis set, the relevance
of the subdomain where the total wave function for each
vibrational bound state is unphysically nonzero, we intro-
duced an operator W which we called the “badness” operator
and which “measures” the deviation from the TIR sRefs. 5
and 8d:
WsR1,R2,R3d = H0, uR1 − R2u ł R3 ł R1 + R2 holds1, otherwise.
s18d
This operator can be easily represented in terms of DGFs as
Isll8,mm8,nn8d
= kwlsR1dwmsR2dwnsR3duWuwl8sR1dwm8sR2dwn8sR3dl
=
1
2
snn8E
0
‘ E
0
‘
dR1dR2wlsR1dwl8sR1dwmsR2dwm8sR2d
3h2 + erff˛Ann8suR1 − R2u − Rnn8
p dg
− erff˛Ann8sR1 + R2 − Rnn8
† dgj , s19d
where snn8 is the overlap of two Gaussian functions centered
at Rn and Rn8, erfsxd is the error function and, finally, Ann8
and R
nn8
†
are the width and center, respectively, of the prod-
uct of two Gaussian functions wnwn8. This integral must be
evaluated for each pair of basis functions built as in Eq. s9d.
In practice, the remaining integrals are numerically com-
puted by resorting to the mean value theorem:
Isll8,mm8,nn8d < 12sll8smm8snn8h2 + erff˛Ann8suRll8
†
− R
mm8
† u − R
nn8
† dg − erff˛Ann8sRll8
†
+ R
mm8
†
− R
nn8
† dgj . s20d
This expression, together with the coefficients of the total
wave function in the chosen basis set, hf jsR1,R2 ,R3d , j= sl
łmłnj fEq. s9dg fi.e., the eigenfunctions of the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. s7dg, is used to estimate, through the average
value kWl, how much the norm of the wave function inte-
grated over the entire space sequal to unityd differs from the
norm, which we call the TIR norm, integrated only in the
domain sthe TIR domaind where the TIR is satisfied. With a
well-behaving basis set, the TIR norm should be equal to one
as well. However, the smallest kWl, the better the corre-
sponding basis set will reproduce the bound states.
It is, however, evident that this procedure is somewhat
impractical since it always requires to get the solution of the
variational problem for each given basis set, even for those
that will be rejected. However, the unphysical behavior origi-
nates in the choice of the basis set as it depends on the
number of basis functions wlsR1dwmsR2dwnsR3d swith correct
permutationd which do not satisfy the TIR somewhere over
their definition space and on the extent of the radial subdo-
main where the requirement is not satisfied. This ill behavior
is obviously amplified for those eigenstates which present
non-negligible contributions from the pathological basis
functions, but the best-behaving basis set will provide the
closest to one TIR norms for all the bound states, since it
structurally ensures the extent of the unphysical domain to be
as small as possible. It then becomes more reasonable to
select the optimal basis set before solving the eigenvalue
problem, i.e., to evaluate Eq. s20d for each pair of basis func-
tions sl ,m ,nd; sl8 ,m8 ,n8d and then to sum over all of them
after taking into account the permutation symmetry. If we
now divide the result by the number of basis functions in that
particular basis set, we produce a “normalized” indicator
kWlbasis, which only depends on the location of the basis
functions and not anymore on the dimension of the basis set.
This procedure is equivalent to evaluating the expectation
value kWlbasis of W for a “democratic” wave function with
equal weights,
FsR1,R2,R3d = o
j
f jsR1,R2,R3d , s21d
where f jsR1 ,R2 ,R3d has the same meaning as in Eq. s9d.
The practical scheme that we followed for a uniform
DGF grid requires the following steps.
sid Set up the initial basis set by sad choosing the con-
stant step D; sbd selecting the center of the first DGF and the
number of the monodimensional Gaussian functions that will
constitute the basis set.
siid Set up the “sibling” basis set by rigidly shifting all
the centers of the DGFs of the starting basis set by an
amount dD, D /dD times sso that, at the end, the first DGF is
brought to coincide with the second DGF of the starting
basis setd.
siiid Now select the optimal basis set by evaluating the
kWlbasis for the entire family of basis sets with the given step
D, thereby finding the one set with the minimal badness, as
defined before.
The scheme was then repeated for a set of smaller values
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of D, thereby arriving at a formula which provides, for each
D, the optimal location of the DGFs. If we denote by hRij the
DGF centers we find
Ri = sD + n · Dd + i · D, i = 0,1,2,…,N − 1, s22d
where the value of n provides the correct multiples of D that
radially locate the position of the first DGF of the expansion
set. Since no specification about any particular trimer has
been made so far, Eq. s22d is a system-independent formula
which specifies, for each chosen D, the location of the basis
Gaussian functions which ensures a negligible deviation
from the TIR. Once repeated the calculation with two differ-
ent values of D one can check the degree of accuracy of the
results and eventually choose a smaller D. This can be nec-
essary when the excited states of a system are sought, due to
their smaller de Broglie wavelength in the well region. A few
comments on the selection procedure and on the meaning of
the formula are given below.
When selecting the starting basis set, for each given step
D the number of DGFs must be sufficient to map the spatial
extention of the most diffuse bound state which has to be
described. A first, approximate value for Rmax can be inferred
from the 2B potentials. One then runs a full calculation si.e.,
one obtains the eigenvalues and atom-atom pair distributions
for the bound statesd with D=0.5a0 and using a large Rmax in
order to better assess the spatial domain of the three interac-
tion potentials used here to describe the trimer, i.e., the do-
main within which the radial distributions of all the found
trimer’s bound states are significantly nonzero.
As a choice of dD we took either 0.1a0 or 0.01a0, de-
pending on the significative digits of the chosen D, to gener-
ate the family of “sibling” basis sets. The dimension of such
a family is not a problem, since the calculation of kWlbasis is
very fast. For example, we could set up a starting basis set
with a constant step D=0.5a0, the first DGF located at 4a0
and composed by 43 Gaussians sthe last one being located at
25a0d. The first sibling basis set was then obtained by rigidly
shifting all the DGF centers by 0.1a0 sso that the first DGF is
now located at 4.1a0 and the last one at 25.1a0d, arriving to
the fifth sibling sD /dD=5 in this cased, for which the first
DGF is at 4.5a0, thereby overlapping the initial basis set with
the exclusion of its first DGF at 4a0 snow missingd and with
an additional DGF at 25.5a0, the total number of DGFs being
always kept the same.
Finally, Eq. s22d allows one, for each D value, to obtain
the optimal location of the DGFs in order to make the sub-
domain of unphysical nonzero wave functions’ amplitudes as
negligible as possible. Computationally, this corresponds to
make kWlbasis as small as possible and, consequently, to have
the norms of the wave functions for the bound states as close
as possible to one when integrated in the TIR domain. The
reason for this to be so relies on the existence of favorable
geometrical relations between the DGF centers and, conse-
quently, on a minor or major extention of the unphysical
subdomain of definition.
To better illustrate this feature we chose a family of basis
sets, each made of 43 Gaussians distributed at the constant
step D=0.5a0. We then calculated the normalized basis bad-
ness kWlbasis to select the best basis set, and we nevertheless
carried out the calculation of the bound states for all the sets
to show the effects of the basis badness. The first basis set
has the first Gaussian located at 4a0 sand the last one at
25a0d. As explained above, choosing dD=0.1a0 we find five
sibling basis sets, the last one having the first DGF located at
4.5a0 sand the last one at 25.5a0d. In Table II we report for
each basis set sidentified by the location of its first DGFd the
values of the corresponding kWlbasis, together with the TIR
norms and the energies for some selected bound states. As
already discussed ssee Fig. 2 and related textd the pathologi-
cal basis functions are those describing arrangements near to
linearity and Eq. s22d provides the location of the DGFs
which ensures the minimization of the unphysical deviation
from the TIR. We expect the existence of ill-behaving basis
functions, if any, to be evident for those states with a strong
contribution from collinear arrangements in the state expan-
sion, and to only slightly affect the states with other pre-
dominant structure. We will show in Sec. IV C that the col-
linear arrangements are barely describing the ground and first
excited states of Ne3, while they give their greatest contribu-
tion to the states k=2, 3, and 6. From Table II we see that the
best basis sets are indeed those whose DGF centers are lo-
cated at multiples of the corresponding D s0.5a0 in this cased
according to Eq. s22d. The TIR norms of the bound states
found with such basis sets are always closer to one with
respect to using the other basis sets. Furthermore, we notice
that while for the state k=1 swhich has no significative con-
tribution from collinear arrangements, see Sec. IV Cd the en-
ergy is not affected by the choice of the basis set, for the
other bound states the presence of ill-behaving basis func-
tions artificially shifts the energy to lower values and moves
the TIR norm away from one sor equivalently produces a
more extended unphysical domaind.
TABLE II. Basis badness indicator kWlbasis for a family of basis sets differing only by the location of the DGFs, with corresponding norms kFk uFklTIR
integrated in the domain where the TIR is satisfied, and energies sin cm−1d for some selected bound states sk=1, 2, 3, 6d of Ne3.
k=1 k=2 k=3 k=6
First DGF kwlbasis kFk uFklTIR Ek kFk uFklTIR Ek kFk uFklTIR Ek kFk uFklTIR Ek
4.0 0.002 41 0.9999 230.25 0.9999 228.26 0.9999 225.73 0.9997 218.08
4.1 0.048 64 0.9890 230.25 0.9950 229.06 0.9966 227.06 0.9292 219.37
4.2 0.026 67 0.9934 230.25 0.9968 228.81 0.9984 226.72 0.9637 219.00
4.3 0.013 14 0.9970 230.25 0.9982 228.60 0.9992 226.38 0.9847 218.66
4.4 0.005 75 0.9989 230.25 0.9991 228.42 0.9996 226.05 0.9939 218.36
4.5 0.002 21 0.9997 230.25 0.9996 228.26 0.9998 225.73 0.9978 218.08
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The formula is of general use and what really depends
on the particular trimer under study is the choice of the lo-
cations of the first and the last DGF, since such selections
obviously depend on the chosen potential function. This is
indeed taken into account by Eq. s22d via the integer param-
eter “n,” which locates the first DGF, and the integer “N”
which fixes the number of DGFs in order to map the re-
quested radial grid, leading to N DGFs for each monodimen-
sional radial grid. For the Ne3 problem we took a grid which
was extended from about 4.5a0 up to about 24a0 to properly
describe the excited states supported by all the three different
interaction potentials we use in the present study, even
though the Morse potential could have allowed the choice of
a smaller grid. In the case, for example, of D=0.5a0, we set
n=8 and N=42.
The critical behavior of the wave functions at the trian-
gle’s inequality boundaries, when Gaussian functions along
atom-atom coordinates are used, has been discussed
earlier.7,13 In particular, the work of Ref. 7 shows that the
triangle’s inequality requirement is automatically satisfied
when Pekeris coordinates23,24 are chosen, this feature being
seen by the author as the advantage of using Pekeris coordi-
nates with respect to the atom-atom ones distances.7
Our present results, reported in the following section,
will however, show that a careful choice of the DGF basis set
along the lines of our previous discussion, resulting in a
practical and easy-to-use scheme, makes our approach based
on pair coordinates perfectly capable of accurately describ-
ing not only the ground state but also the excited states of the
trimer, even those lying well over the isomerization barrier.
Furthermore, the DGF method naturally allows a com-
plete structural analysis of the bound states in terms of the
radial distributions along the atom-atom coordinates, of the
average values of distances and angles, and of the contribu-
tion of different configurations sequilateral, isosceles, and
scalened to each bound state.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since our aim is to obtain a complete description of the
ground and the excited bound states of the trimers with one
single calculation, it implies the need of selecting both an
extended spatial grid to describe the more diffuse excited
states and a dense enough one to also accurately describe all
the states, from those located more deeply down the attrac-
tive potential to those setting in the outer region and with the
shortest associated wavelength. We find it necessary to stress
here how important it is to carefully check the degree of
convergence of the final results when the excited states are
concerned. For example, a poor radial grid, both in its spatial
extention and in the number of the basis functions or points
sdepending on the methodd, is obviously going to affect the
excited states more than the ground state: since the latter is
the most localized, and with the largest de Broglie wave-
length in the well region, one can get away with a less dense
grid than in the case of the states closer to the upper rim of
the potential.
The problem of choosing an efficient distributed Gauss-
ian basis for bound states has been the object of several
studies ssee, e.g., Refs. 13 and 25, and references thereind;
for example, Garashchuk and Light13 showed that both the
optimal widths and the density of Gaussians in their quasir-
andom distributed Gaussian basis are linear functions of the
potential. Such an approach, or similar ones, helps in saving
computational time while preserving the accuracy of the cal-
culations. We proceeded in a systematic way to optimize the
DGF set for the CCSDsTd potential and employing it also for
the other two potential models sLJ and Morsed, in order to
focus only on the effects of changing the adopted pairwise
potentials. We in fact expect sfrom the analysis of the PECsd
that the basis set optimized for the CCSDsTd potential should
also be realistic when using the other two PESs as well, even
if reduced basis set choices could have been sufficient for
achieving convergence in those cases.
After running the “light” calculation with step D=0.5a0
and the Gaussian functions distributed according to Eq. s22d
we could define the extention of the radial grid necessary to
describe all the produced bound states sfrom around 4.5a0 to
24a0, as already mentionedd. We then progressively reduced
the value of D, always locating the Gaussian functions ac-
cording to Eq. s22d. For D,0.3a0 the Gaussians become too
many to cover the chosen radial domain, i.e., they lead to
very large matrices which require a great amount of memory
to be stored and also a great amount of CPU time to be
solved. Since in the long range region it is unnecessary to
use a very dense basis set, as also pointed out by13 we di-
vided the radial domain into two parts, the first up to around
16a0 sthe “well” regiond where the Gaussian functions are
equidistantly distributed with increasingly smaller D, and the
second which maps the long range region, with the Gaussian
functions distributed at the constant step of 2D saccording to
Eq. s22d, in fact, taking the long range region step twice as
big as the well region step ensures the best locations of the
Gaussian functions in both regionsd.
The results we present in this work are obtained with a
one-dimensional Gaussian basis set made up of 62 DGFs.
The Gaussians are distributed with a constant step of 0.3a0
from 4.50a0 up to 22.80a0 leading to 32 197 symmetrized
basis functions 9. Our integration grid on each of the three
atom-atom coordinates is composed by 2000 points from
2.8a0 to 24.6a0. Such a basis set ensured converged results
within 0.1 cm−1 for the upper states. A higher precision
sł10−2 cm−1d was attained for the lowest lying states.
A. The spectrum of the bound states
In Table III we report the energies of the bound states of
Ne3 trimer we calculated with the DGF method, using three
different atom-atom potentials ssee Sec. II and the caption to
Table IIId at J=0. The results are also compared with some
previously published findings.
The first three sets of data are the results of Blume,
Greene, and Esry,6 who used the hyperspherical coordinates
at different levels of approximation and the LJ potential
given in Ref. 3. In the first column sBO-hsd we report their
Born–Oppenheimer energies, in the second column sAdiab-
hsd their adiabatic energies, and in the third one sCAC-hsd
their coupled-adiabatic channel results which include three
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channels snotice that in this approach the authors find ten
bound states, but they report in their paper only the first sixd.
The next set of data sDVR-DTd comes from Leitner,
Doll, and Whitnell,3 who used a discrete variable represen-
tation with diagonalization-truncation method and the LJ po-
tential. The authors expressed their results in unit of e
=35.6 K while in Table III we converted the energies into
cm−1, using 0.695 039 cm−1/K as conversion factor from K
to cm−1. To complete the calculations obtained with a LJ PES
we also report in the fifth column our present results for the
same potential.
In the sixth column slabeled Lanczosd we report the re-
sults of Roy7 who used Pekeris coordinates and a symmetry-
adapted Lanczos approach with a Morse potential15 sthe au-
thor also employs a LJ potential, but we only consider here
the results obtained with the Morse potentiald. In that paper
the author compares his findings on Ne3 and Ar3 susing sums
of LJ potentialsd with Ref. 26, while in the Morse case he
refers to our own work, Ref. 5, and to Ref. 13. Again, we
report next to it our DGF results with the same Morse po-
tential.
Finally, the last column contains the DGF results ob-
tained with the CCSDsTd potential, which has never been
previously used for the calculation of the bound states of
Ne3.
With the largest basis set employed our DGF calcula-
tions found 10 bound states with the LJ potential, 9 states
with the Morse potential, and 11 in the CCSDsTd case. Their
energies are relative to the full fragmentation threshold sour
zero of energyd but only the trimer’s states which lie beneath
the ground state energy of the dimer, which defines the 2B
fragmentation threshold with the loss of one single atom, are
actually bound ssee Table I for the dimer’s ground state en-
ergies in the three potential modelsd. We further remark that
the dimer’s and the trimer’s ground state energies are calcu-
lated using different methods sthe DVR in the dimer’s case
and the DGF method in the trimer’s stated. This could intro-
duce some uncertainty regarding the highest bound states of
the trimer which fall very near the 2B fragmentation thresh-
old, because a change in the method could cause some nu-
merical shifts in the energy values that, even if very small,
can be comparable with the binding energy itself. However,
the companion analysis of the geometrical properties of the
bound states sas, e.g., the average values of distances or the
distribution functionsd helps in assessing the true bound na-
ture of the highest trimer’s states lying near the threshold and
in finding it to be correctly so, as we shall further demon-
strate below.
For the LJ potential, the agreement among the most ac-
curate methods sCAC-hs, DVR-DT, and DGFd is quite good,
even though the CAC-hs case seems to find increasingly
poorer results starting from the last published state sk=5d.
When using the Morse potential we found one more
bound state with respect to Ref. 7, but the first eight states
are in extremely good agreement. We also repeated the cal-
culation using the greater mass employed in the LJ and
CCSDsTd cases, but this does not change significantly the
features of the spectrum and only slightly shifts all the ener-
gies at lower values sby at most 0.2 cm−1d keeping the same
number of bound states.
In Ref. 7, the author compares his results to those pre-
sented in Ref. 5, where the DGF method was applied for the
first time to rare gas trimers, and a Morse-type potential was
employed to model Ne–Ne and Ar–Ar interactions. Since our
main interest there was on assessing the properties of the Rg3
ground states, one should point out that 15 Gaussians were
used to describe the Ne3 system, distributed from 2.6 to 5.4
Å si.e., from about 4.9 to 10.2 a.u.d. As can be easily seen in
Fig. 3, where the distribution functions for the first four
states are reported ssee the discussion in following sectiond,
such a spatial grid is sufficient to correctly describe the
ground state, as was the main object of that work, but not to
TABLE III. Comparison of the energetics in Ne3 for J=0 ground and excited states using different pairwise
interactions ssee Table Id and methods. See main text for a full explanations of the symbols. All energies are in
cm−1.
Ne3
LJ Morse
CCSD sTd
DGFck BO-hsa Adiab-hsa CAC-hsa DVR-DTb DGFc Lanczosd DGFc
0 243.28 241.67 242.38 242.51 242.55 250.09 250.09 249.21
1 231.62 226.60 229.92 230.19 230.26 234.21 234.21 234.65
2 227.81 222.53 227.72 228.16 228.40 232.57 232.73 232.74
3 225.71 218.46 225.14 225.61 225.93 229.71 229.92 230.19
4 221.67 216.72 221.57 222.22 222.52 225.95 226.12 226.57
5 220.84 214.89 218.34 219.23 219.42 221.74 221.77 222.56
6 219.09 fl fl 218.21 218.45 220.26 220.33 221.17
7 216.19 fl fl 217.44 217.70 219.27 219.35 220.68
8 215.47 fl fl 215.24 215.36 fl 216.74 217.91
9 214.54 fl fl 214.47 214.53 fl fl 216.84
10 fl fl fl fl fl fl fl 216.50
aBlume, Greene, and Esry sRef. 6d. Hyperspherical coordinates at different levels of approximation.
bLeitner, Doll, and Whitnell sRef. 3d. DVR with diagonalization truncation.
cDGF spresent workd.
dRoy sRef. 7d. Symmetry-adapted Lanczos approach with Pekeris coordinates in DVR.
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accurately locate excited states. For the k=1 state, for in-
stance, the grid must at least extend up to 14 a.u. and for k
=2 up to 16 a.u.; consequently, the energies we found there
were 250.23, 233.81, and 227.53 a.u., respectively, for k
=0,1,2. This shows that we found there5 excited state ener-
gies that are too small compared to those from the present,
more extended, study that specifically focuses on such ex-
cited states. We believe, in fact, that the present analysis
demonstrates how any discrepancy seen in Ref. 5 was due to
the fact that the quality of the basis set presented there was
chiefly aimed at correctly reproducing the ground state en-
ergy but was not large enough for describing excited states.
The analysis of the PD functions and of the relative impor-
tance of the different triangular families for each bound state
ssee Secs. IV B and IV Cd further testifies to the ability of the
DGF method to efficiently describe the bound states of a
trimer even in the presence of predominant linear configura-
tions.
Finally, our present results in Table III potential supports
one additional bound state with respect to the LJ potential
and two more with respect to the Morse potential. The abso-
lute energy values obtained when using the LJ model differ
markedly from those obtained using the CCSDsTd potential.
However, the LJ good description of the dispersion tail par-
tially compensates for its having a less deep well and the
vibrational spacings reported in Table IV ssimulating an
hypothetical high-resolution spectrumd show for it to have
similar features with respect to the CCSDsTd calculations:
compare, for instance, the second, third, and fourth transi-
tions as calculated here using LJ and CCSDsTd potentials
and shown by the second and fifth columns. Moreover, if we
express the zero point energy sZPEd as a percentage of the
classical well depth of the corresponding 3B potential si.e.,
De
Ne3 =33De
Ne2d we find in the CCSDsTd case a value of
42.46% while the LJ description yields ZPE=42.67%.
In the Morse case, due to the similar features between
the new potential and the Morse one in the well region, we
consequently find good agreement with the energy values of
the lowest bound states of the trimer sup to k=4d, which are
supported by these two potentials. The largest dispersion tail
shown by the CCSDsTd potential is then responsible for the
additional bound states which appear with it as opposed to
the Morse calculations. As for the vibrational spacings, the
use of the Morse potential generally shifts the transition en-
ergies towards the blue with the exception of the second and
the last transitions. The ZPE in the Morse case is 42.96%,
very similar to what we obtained using the other two poten-
tial functions.
To conclude the analysis of the energetics of the trimer,
we have shown that the simple descriptions of the Ne–Ne
interaction given by the LJ and Morse models are able to
well reproduce the effect of the quantum nuclear motion but
they badly simulate swith the exception of some fortuitous
compensations of the LJ potentiald the rotationless vibra-
tional spectrum of the trimer reported in Table IV.
B. The spatial distribution functions
The one-dimensional PD functions fEq. s14dg are shown
in Figs. 3–5 for the three potentials of the present study. For
the CCSDsTd potential, we also report in Fig. 5 the PD func-
tions obtained using a larger basis set for the last bound state
FIG. 3. Distribution functions for the first four bound
states of Ne3 trimer.
TABLE IV. Comparison of theoretical vibrational spacings for Ne3 in the
J=0 ground electronic state. All values are given in cm−1.
LJ Morse
DCCSDsTd GFaDVR-DTa DGFb Lanczosc DGFb
0→1 12.32 12.29 15.88 15.88 14.56
1→2 2.03 1.86 1.64 1.64 1.89
2→3 2.55 2.47 2.86 2.81 2.54
3→4 3.39 3.41 3.76 3.80 3.59
4→5 2.99 3.10 4.21 4.35 3.99
5→6 1.02 0.98 1.48 1.44 1.39
6→7 0.77 0.74 0.99 0.98 0.56
7→8 2.20 2.35 fl 2.61 2.69
8→9 0.77 0.82 fl fl 1.10
9→10 fl fl fl fl 0.44
aLeitner, Doll, and Whitnell sRef. 3d.
bRoy sRef. 7d.
cDGF spresent workd.
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sk=10, left bottom paneld and for the first state above thresh-
old sk=11, right bottom paneld. The distribution functions
are normalized to unity and, because of the symmetry of the
total wave function, they represent the average probability
density along any of the three atom-atom distances.
Up to the state k=9 sthe last bound state we found sup-
ported by the Morse potentiald the Morse model and the
CCSDsTd potential are seen to yield similar spatial shapes
for their bound states, at least for their probability density
values along any atom-atom coordinate. The LJ bound states
show also very similar features with respect to the other two
potentials, with the exception of the states labeled k=5, k
=7, and k=9 swhich is the last bound state for that potentiald.
The ground state PD function suggests a predominant
equilateral structure with an expectation value for the atom-
atom distance of 6.3±0.6 a .u. swe already presented the re-
sults relative to the ground state in a previous work11d. This
value is slightly larger than the classical value of 5.86 a.u.
and it is in excellent agreement with the expectation value
obtained by DMC calculations.11 For the first excited state
k=1, the PD function suggests a dominant isosceles configu-
ration: the probability density shows a maximum at around 6
a.u., and another local maximum at around 8.5a0. After inte-
grating over the radial coordinate, about 2 /3 of the density is
found to lie before about 8a0, indicating that two of the three
equivalent atom-atom distances have a probability maximum
at 6a0 while the third one has a maximum at a larger dis-
tance, corresponding to a “flat” isosceles.
An interesting additional feature shows up for the
present system starting from the state k=2 ssee Fig. 3d. The
PD function exhibits a maximum at about 6.2a0 and another
slocald maximum at about 12.6a0; furthermore, 2 /3 of the
density is clearly found before 10a0 and the remaining 1/3
after 10a0 sgoing through a region of nearly zero probability
densityd: this suggests a dominant linear configuration.
The isomerization barrier to the linear configuration is
given, with respect to the trimer’s ground state, by an amount
of energy roughly equal to the ground state energy for the
dimer Ne2: the effect of one of the Ne–Ne interactions is
almost negligible in the linear arrangement, so twice the
binding energy of one dimer gives the dominant contribution
to the total binding. When using the LJ potential the ground
FIG. 4. Distribution functions for the states from k=4
up to k=7 of Ne3 trimer.
FIG. 5. Distribution functions for the states from k=8
up to k=11 of Ne3 trimer.
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state of Ne2 is located at −14.02 cm−1, so that we do not
expect the system swhose ground state energy is
−42.55 cm−1d to assume a linear arrangement in its excited
states at energies lower than ,−28.5 cm−1. The energy of the
LJ excited state which starts showing some appreciable con-
tribution from the linear configuration, i.e., k=2, is located at
−28.40 cm−1, in accord with the above estimate. The first
excited state sk=1d is instead at −30.26 cm−1 and its PD
function is practically zero at around 12a0, where we would
expect a non-negligible distribution in case of it having a
linear arrangement.
The situation is very similar for the other two potentials.
In the Morse case the dimer’s ground state energy is
−16.56 cm−1 and the trimer’s ground state is −50.24 cm−1, so
that we expect some contribution from the linear arrange-
ments for energies around sand aboved −33.7 cm−1. In the
CCSDsTd case the isomerization barrier to linearity is
16.18 cm−1 and, the trimer’s ground state energy being
−49.21 cm−1, we expect to find some contribution from the
linear configurations at energies higher than −33 cm−1.
Again, the first excited state k=1 is for both these potentials
too low in energy to go over the barrier, and the correspond-
ing PD functions quickly die after 11a0. On the other hand,
from the second excited state k=2 on, we expect that all the
bound states will show a more or less important contribution
from the linear configurations since they all lie above the
isomerization barrier. Using the definition of pseudoweights
fsee Eq. s15dg we can therefore introduce a measure of the
contribution from the linear sand otherd configurations which
are present in each bound state of the trimer, as we will
describe below.
The analysis of the PD functions is thus seen to provide
a rich amount of information. First of all, we notice that in
spite of the important differences in the spectral features ex-
hibited by the three potential models, it is surprising to find
almost identical radial distribution functions sapart from
some minor differences present in the LJ modeld. This shows
that the energetics of the system is much more sensitive to
the features of the potential than are the spatial descriptions
of the corresponding wave functions.
Second, the above analysis provides the necessary tools
for assessing the true bound nature of the calculated eigen-
states, overcoming the uncertainty on the position of the 2B
dissociation threshold with respect to the trimer’s bound
states ssee Sec. IV Ad. We have therefore adopted here a
stabilizationlike approach,27 based on the different behavior
shown by true bound states versus “scattering” states when
the basis set is extended. In particular, we expect that if we
add to the basis set some functions at a larger radial distance,
the PD functions of the bound states will not change, while
the scattering states will expand over the entire allowed
physical space.
This behavior is shown by the bottom panel of Fig. 5 for
the CCSDsTd potential. We repeated sfor all three of the po-
tentialsd the calculations with a Gaussian basis set extending
up to more than twice the radial domain used to produce the
results. Obviously enough, the step D in the calculations had
to be larger s0.5a0d and after 25a0 the Gaussians are distrib-
uted with increasingly larger step. While the k=10 state is
stable after the enlargement of the basis set, the k=11 state
sk=10 in LJ and k=9 in Morse, not reported here for sake of
clarityd expands instead along the radial axis as much as is
allowed by the maximum extention of the basis set, produc-
ing one peak around the equilibrium distance of the dimer
and a second broad peak safter an intermediate zero-density
regiond at very large distances. Integrating the PD function
along the radial axis, we find that 1 /3 of the density is
reached after the first peak at around 8 a.u., then a plateau of
zero density follows from 8 up to about 20 a.u. and finally
the remaining 2/3 of the density is spread out reaching the
end of the grid. The behavior of the PD function is thus
trying to describe, albeit within the limitation of a finite-
basis-set expansion, the loss of one Ne atom from the trimer.
In conclusion, all the states we found lying below the 2B
dissociation threshold result to be bound states. This means
that whenever the 2B threshold is obtained by another
method, it is also taken by the DGF method as the dissocia-
tion reference. It is thus essential to be able to discriminate
among truly bound states and scattering ones between the
states obtained by the present method for the trimer system.
Finally, it is worth nothing here that it would be very
difficult to describe the vibrationally excited states of this
very “floppy” system by using the conventional internal co-
ordinates of the normal mode analysis:28 above the k=0
state, in fact, all modes are always mixed by the all-
important ti operators of Eq. s7d.
Another spatial indicator of the structural properties of
the first few bound states is the value of kRlk and ˛kR2lk for
each k state. In Table V the corresponding values for the first
five sk=0–4d bound states of Ne3 calculated using the Morse
potential are shown in comparison with those from Ref. 7.
The good agreement found between the two calculations re-
veals, as already mentioned in Sec. IV A, that a properly
extended basis set directly guarantees a correct description of
the excited states of Ne3 by the DGF method, independently
of the main triangular contributions being present.
C. A pictorial description of the bound states
We conclude the discussion of the bound states of Ne3
by analyzing the weight that different triangular configura-
tions have in the description of each state. We use here the
definition of pseudoweights given before by Eq. s15d in Sec.
III, where we showed that the functions f j in the expansion
TABLE V. Structural properties for the first bound states k=0–4 of Ne3
using the Morse potential sin angstromsd.
Present work Reference 7
k kRlk ˛kR2lk kRlk ˛kR2lk
0 3.31 3.32 3.31 3.32
1 3.78 3.87 3.77 3.86
2 4.16 4.37 4.14 4.34
3 4.01 4.18 4.01 4.18
4 3.96 4.12 3.97 4.13
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of the total wave function of each bound states k, can be
associated to a particular triangular arrangement with a
pseudoweight P j
k
, as discussed there.
The best basis set we employed generates, as already
mentioned, an expansion of 32197 “triangular” functions
which can be divided into five families: “flat” isosceles
swhere the two equal distances are shorter than the third
oned, “tall” isosceles swith the two equal distances greater
than the third oned, collinear, equilateral, and scalene. The
corresponding classification of the different basis functions
into each triangular category is done with a certain minimum
variation on the sides of the triangles In the top left panel of
Fig. 6 we report how many of the 32 197 generated basis
functions fall within each type of triangular configuration
and as a percentage fraction with respect to the number of
total basis functions. Only 184 functions correspond to an
equilateral arrangement sthe 0.57% of the expansion basisd
while nearly 79% of the basis functions describe a scalene
triangle.
We could also define the weight of each type of triangu-
lar family for each bound state k by summing the pseudo-
weights P j
type associated to each element of the family:
Wtype
k
= o
j=1
Ntype
Pj
type,k
. s23d
This quantity is calculated for each bound state k and for the
three potential models adopted in this work. We report here
only the results for the eleven bound states found when using
the CCSDsTd potential.
The state k=0 is described by a contribution of all the
families with the exclusion collinear one. Now, the average
Ne–Ne distance calculated from the PD function is
s6.3±0.6da0. If we calculate the average distances within
each family using the pseudoweights we find for the equilat-
eral family 6.2a0 and, e.g., for the flat isosceles family two
distances at around 6a0 and a third one equal to about 6.9a0.
For the tall isosceles and scalene groups as well the distances
are comprised between 5.8a0 and 6.9a0. These additional
data give the quantum counterpart respect to the classical
image of a rigid equilateral structure. However, we notice
that the equilateral family contributes in a significative way
only to the state k=0 while for all the other states its per-
centage weight is always less than 5%.
FIG. 6. Composition in different triangular families
stop left paneld and corresponding pseudoweights in
percentage for the bound state k=0–4 of Ne3 described
by the CCSDsTd potential.
FIG. 7. Pseudoweights of the triangular families for the
states k=5–10 of Ne3 described by the CCSDsTd
potential.
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The findings for the first excited state, k=1, also confirm
the description given by the PD function, as discussed in
Sec. IV B: this state is mainly described by flat isosceles and
scalene triangles. Finally, starting from the state k=2 we
found that the collinear configurations always give important
contributions to the description of the bound states.
The results obtained with the other two potentials, LJ
and Morse, confirm what found in the analysis of the PD
functions. From the state k=0 to the state k=4 the pseudo-
weights for each family obtained with the three potentials are
very similar sdiffering by at most 2%d, presenting more
marked differences for the states at higher energies. For ex-
ample, for the state k=5, in the LJ case we always find the
flat isosceles, the collinear and the scalene arrangements as
the most important to describe the state but the weight of the
flat isosceles structures is diminished in favor of the scalene
ones. As in Ref. 7, a significant amplitude at linearity was
found for the kø2 excited states. sSee Fig. 7.d
V. PRESENT CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the bound states of Ne3 cluster at
zero angular momentum using a method based on internu-
clear coordinates and a DGF basis set. We tried to elucidate
in a systematic manner the difficulties arising with the de-
scription of vibrationally excited states which lie very close
to the brim of a fairly shallow polyatomic potential well.
We found that it is crucial to ensure that the employed
radial grid be sufficiently extended and that the function ba-
sis set is chosen to be dense enough in order to correctly
reproduce the states closer to dissociation which are spread
over a large spatial range and which have small de Broglie
wavelengths within the well region. A stabilization procedure
based on the analysis of the PD densities proved to be a very
useful tool for identifying the true bound states produced by
a given basis set.
With respect to the previously published data on the
same system, and obtained with the same three potential
models we have used here to describe Ne–Ne interaction, we
found one additional bound state when the Morse potential is
used. All our bound states have then been fully characterized
in terms of their PD functions and of the importance of the
different triangular configurations in the description of each
state.
The use of simple models to describe the Ne–Ne inter-
action has a deep influence in the energetics and in the spec-
tral features of the system, but does not seem to affect in a
dramatic way the geometrical descriptions of the bound
states.
The DGF method has been shown to be a robust proce-
dure to study and to fully characterize the J=0 ground and
excited states of a trimer, also those states above the isomer-
ization barrier to linearity which present dominant linear
configurations. Such conclusions bode well for the efficient
use of the method to study a greater variety of identical tri-
mer systems where deeper potential wells occur and where
heavier partners are present in them. We are currently apply-
ing the DGF method to the next heavier Rg3 cluster: the Ar3
system. Furthermore, in relation to a very recent, accurate
calculation29 we intend to revisit the He2H− system studied
by us before.30
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